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Diary of M. H. Shamos on trip to Wright Field

and N.A.L.A.. Cleveland. August 7 to Au/uat 11. 1945

The primary purpose of the trip was to observe the progreae
of the instrxunentatlon programs at Wright Field and at N.A.C.A.,
and to discuss plana for further experimental work on the Meas-
urement of instataneous thrust, pressure, and temperature. In
general, the trip could be regarded as having been successful—
if only in a negative sense in some resiectsj i.e. it servec to
confirm our own observations concerning thdse measurements,

Wright Field

Apparently, as far as Instrumentation Is concerned, very
little has been accomplished at Wri, ht Field. Although the
personnel concerned are genuinely interested in obtaining th«
above-mentioned data, it Is my Impression that much original
work of a conclusive nature can not be expected of them, for
they lack the necessary sclent 'fie api roach. Favorable com-
ment was obtained regarding the G, M, condenser- type gauge
when employing carriers of the order of 100 Ke. ""resent plana
call for the use of this gauge for pressure measurements and
of a reluctance- type gauge for thrust measurements, with the
•xpectatlon that the functions can be interchanged. In order
to minimize the effects of the high temperatures upon the
diaphragm. It is plan-iea to separate the gKuge from the Inner
wall of the motor by several inches of tubing: the claim
was made that such operation apparently does not influence the
re8ult8~regar(..T ess of the length of the connecting tube.

Present also was a representative of an M.I.T. project who
held out high hopes for the sodium reversal method for flame
temperatures. Data taken by this means for steady state tem-
peratures at M.I.T. Indicate that a fairly high degree of
precision nay be expected.

Cleveland

The situation at N.A.C.A. is completely different, the
personnel giving one the impression of competence and con-
fidence—perhaps over-confidence in some respects. Attention
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has not been foou8ed^\kp,ai»,olry|^antaneou8 measuremerita In tho

pabt, but plena cell for euch ne'fis'i'?^e^»f^t8 In the future.
Steady thrusts h-.ve been measured by means of wire strain
gauges, employing D.C. excitation. It Is planned to use the |

0,M . gauge for Instantaneous thrust and pressure measurement*, i

thus substantiating the claims made for this Instrument at I

Wright Field. Here also, the rauge dlR])hragm Is reces&ec
j

from the wall of the motor by means of a tube which Is wbtep- |

cooled by means of a spray projectea Into the tube. The
length of the tube, considered as a closed or<7an pipe. Is
calculateo so as to keep its natural frequency well above
that of the motor.

A najor part of the discussion centered about the
problem of temperature measurement--wlth the following
results: An extensive survey of all possible methods
yielded only two whr'ch show promise, the reversal method and
the two-color method. Of these, the reversal method is the
more direct In Interpretation, although It Is anticipated
that six months will elapse before any definite result, can
be expected. Concerning the two-color method, an examination
of the nature of the radiation from the hot gases Is necessary
before a trne evaluation of the method can be made, Suoh an
Investigation Is now being carried out, with some results,
expected within one month. It Is planned to check the
two-color method against the reversal method.

Comments

As noted above, my Impression of the work done at N.A.C.A.
was very favorable, I believe that convincing results can be
expected of them, bu*. that Indejendent conf'rmatlon Is essential
The equSpment at both labs la good, and the personnel adequate--
at least In quantity. It would be desirable to set up a
separate section at 3-uAer to be concernea with Instrumentation
only, patterned after similar groups at Wright Field and
N.A.C.A.

Opinion was unanimous concerning the difficulties encounter
with the commercial Trl-Mount gauges.

No Schlleren work has been done at either of the two labs.

I have not Included any of the experimental details which
were dlscusced, but simply outl'ned the general trend of the
discussions.
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